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Introduction 

 

Based on the recommendations mentioned in he Global Report [IO3.2 document] the approach carried 

out by the consortium of partners with a view to developing the mobilities provided for in the Guide 

and described in this document, results from a research of good and best practices for this generation, 

and it is important to cross with the needs and the state of the art present in this document. 

If, on the one hand, opportunities and activities 

addressed to the curriculum are guided by the content 

of Global Report, on the other hand, research shows 

that, for this generation of students, it is necessary to 

define a framework that allows them to leave their 

homes, families and countries to a foreign country in 

conditions that dignify and protect its stability and 

emotional, physical and social well-being, as well as the 

development of capacities that are expected to be 

developed through mobility. 

In this sense, the framework 

developed intends to address the 

relevance of welcoming students 

and, on the other hand, the aspect 

of the development of school 

activities and their recognition by 

the original organizations. The 

recognition assumes two roles, 

one of them more instutional, 

that allows schools and teachers to have confidence in the mobility process, and turns possible the 

recognition/valitation of the competences, skills and the learning outcomes done during the mobility; 

the other one it’s linked to the individual and familiar scope that needs to see recognized all daily life 

of the student’s activities being not enough the school environement. For this one we need to make 

appear another “institution” that can complement the School Institution to cover all aspects in 

discussion. 

However the framework needs to be supported besides the National Education systems by the Erasmus+ 

Programme – KA1 that will be importante to have an overview.   

Overviewing Erasmus+ Mobilities 
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Erasmus+ Projects aim to promote different types of mobilities for Youth and for Adults. KA1 

mobilities promote the exchange of students and teachers with several duration in time. Regarding 

students’ mobilities their duration has different typologies and can vary between 2 and 10 days and a 

year. Certainly, the forms of mobility, duration, typology, target groups and objectives are decisive to 

prepare all questions concerning the accommodation of young people, as well as hosting them. Revising 

the Erasmus+ Programme Guide 2023, mainly focus on Mobility for students ans school staff. It’s 

important to realise that this action 

supports schools and other school 

education organizations, planning 

and organizing mbilities for 

learning proposes for students and 

staff.  Schools and other education 

organization should promote 

diversity, inclusion, environment 

sustaniability and digital education. 

Its main goals are: 

a)  Strengthening the 

European dimension of 

teaching and learning by: 

• promote the values of inclusion and diversity, tolerance and democratic participation 

• promoting knowledge about the common European heritage and diversity 

• supporting the development of professional networks across  

b) Europe Improving in the school education sector by:the quality of teaching and learning  

• supporting the professional development of teachers, school leaders and other school staff 

• promote the use of new technologies and innovative teaching methods 

• improving language learning and linguistic diversity in schools 

• support the sharing and transfer of good practices in teaching and school development 

Contribute to the creation of the European Education Area by: 

     c) the capacity of schools to participate in cross-border exchanges and cooperation and carry out 

high-quality mobility projects 

• offer a realistic possibility of mobility for learning purposes to all students in school 

education 
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• promoting the recognition of the learning outcomes of students and school staff during 

mobility periods abroad. Schools and teaching organizations have access to diferent types of 

Mobilities: 

✓ Short-term projects for student and staff mobility, which provide candidates with an 

opportunity to organize various mobility activities over a period of 6 to 18 months 

✓ Accredited projects for student and staff mobility, which are open only to 

organizations holding an Erasmus accreditation in the school education sector. 

✓ By joining an existing Erasmus+ mobility consortium, run by an accredited 

consortium coordinator in the respective country, who is accepting new members into 

their consortium. 

✓ Welcoming participants from another country: any organization can become a host 

for learners or staff members who come from a partner organization abroad. 

 

The mobilities for learners can have several frames regarding duration, participants, costs, places: 

 Group mobility of students (2 to 30 

days, a minimum of two students per 

group)  

 

A group of students from the sending school can spend 

aperiod of time learning together with their peers in 

another country. The sending school must design the 

learning activities in cooperation with a partner school in 

the host country. Teachers or other qualified educational 

personnel from the sending school must accompany the 

students throughout the entire duration of the activity and 

guide their learning process. Pupil group mobility must 

take place at a host school. Activities may exceptionally 

take place elsewhere in the country of the host school, if 

justified by the content and quality of the activity. 

Furthermore, student group mobility can take place at the 

headquarters of a European Union body if the activity is 

organized in an EU body or in cooperation with that body 

 Mobility for short-term learning 

purposes (10 to 29 days)  

 

Students can spend time abroad to study at a partner 

school or undertake an internship at another relevant 

organization abroad. 

 Long-term mobility of students (30 to 

365 days) 

 

Students can spend time abroad to study at a partner 

school or undertake an internship at another relevant 

organization abroad. An individual learning program must 

be defined for each participant. Mandatory pre-departure 

training should be provided to all participants and 

increased financial support will be made available for 

organizational and linguistic support.  

In addition to physical mobility, all 

student mobility activities can be 

combined with virtual activities. The 

Eligible Participants Participating students must be 

enrolled in a teaching program at the sending school 
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minimum and maximum durations 

specified above apply to the physical 

mobility component. 

SHORT TERM PROJECTS FOR 

MOBILITY OF STUDENTS 

 Pre-primary, basic or secondary general education 

establishments can apply for short term mobilities 

Duration of the project Between 6 and 18 months. It has to include at least one 

mobility for students, 30 participants are the maximum.  

Number of applications 

 

Per selection phase, an organization can only apply for a 

short-term project in the school education sector. 

Organizations that receive a grant for a short-term project 

as part of the first round of applications cannot apply for 

the second round of the same call for proposals. Within 

any five consecutive call years, organizations may receive 

a maximum of three grants for short-term projects in 

school education. Grants received in the period 2014-2020 

do not count towards this threshold. 

ACCREDITED PROJECTS FOR 

MOBILITY OF STUDENTS AND 

SCHOOL EDUCATION 

PERSONNEL 

Organizations holding an Erasmus accreditation in school 

education can apply for funding as part of a special 

funding stream available exclusively to them. 

Applications are based on the previously approved 

Erasmus Plan, so a detailed list and description of planned 

activities is not required. Organizations holding an 

Erasmus accreditation for mobility consortium 

coordinators must apply for the mobility consortium 

format. The list of mobility consortium members must be 

provided as part of the application and must include at 

least one member organization in addition to the 

coordinator. Organizations participating in a mobility 

consortium may receive funding for the implementation 

of up to two Key Action 1 grant agreements in the school 

education sector under the same call for proposals. 

Therefore, school education organizations receiving a 

grant for a short-term project or an accredited project can 

additionally participate in a school education mobility 

consortium as member organisations. 

MOBILITY FOR LEARNERS AND 

ADULT EDUCATION STAFF 

Accredited projects for the mobility of learners and staff, 

which are open only to organizations holding an Erasmus 

accreditation in the school education sector. This special 

funding strand allows accredited organizations to 

regularly receive funding for mobility activities that 

contribute to the gradual implementation of the Erasmus 

Plan. Erasmus accreditations are open to all organizations 

that aim to regularly organize mobility activities. No 

previous experience in the program is required to submit 

the application. 
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Except for short term mobilities where teachers can from the countries of origin can accompany their 

students, the remaining types of mobility, from the point of view of the bibliographic review carried 

out, requires that the hosting be thought out, planned and organized within the scope and support made 

by someone besides school, that can cover all aspects prevously referred. This “someone” develop a 

fundametal role in this process, and we should assume it as a third partner.  
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Hosting Students in Erasmus+ Mobilities  

 

 

 

Regarding the best practices reserched over the world we can conclude for these target groups (school 

education students), that hosting families are in fact the best solution to grant that these kind of 

mobilities could achive the objectives. In fact, when the origin school sends students for a significant 

period of time for another country and school not only must all the learning that both schools recognize 

as important for the curriculum development of each student involved have to be foreseen, but a vast 

set must also be foreseen, which involves social and cultural integration, participation in the life of the 

place of accommodation, habits and best practices.  

The ERA4SE Desk Research in this field allowed us to suggest a board of principles that are needed to 

attend when are promoted long term mobilities for school education students.  

So, in order for these principles to be applied and incorporated into mobility, a Code of Practice is 

presented for hosting students. 

Code of Practice:  

1. General recommendations  

Regarding the hosting providers point of view home should be prepared to receive students, prepare 

student’s room. Aim to create a clean, inviting, and homey space for them. It could be wise to be 

familiar with their school schedule and calendar. Students may be very overwhelmed at the 

beginning. Make sure students are included in family outings; have the same rules and allowances 

as the other members of the families and are integrated in daily/weekly routines. Provide some 

information on the local area, such as the bus and train timetables, and directions to local places 
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like attractions, sights, the library, gym, supermarket. As part of these Code requirements, students 

will need to be provided with the contact details of someone who is available at all times (24 hours 

a day, 7 days a week). If the student isn’t adapting well to life in town or maybe isn’t getting along 

with other members of hosting family, it’s important to mention any problems to the school 

exchange provider as soon as possible. 

2. Types of students visitor 

Group mobility of students (2 to 30 days, a minimum of two students per group) are full acompanied 

by adults so they don’t need to be enrolled in the all Code of Practice. However there are some 

aspects which are common to all students that schools should assure. 

Short Term visitors for short-term learning purposes (10 to 29 days) - Students can spend time 

abroad to study at a partner school or undertake an internship at another relevant organization 

abroad. They should be integrated in a family to live during the time spent abroad. The Code of 

Practice should be respected.  

Long-term mobility of students (30 to 365 days) - Students can spend time abroad to study at a 

partner school or undertake an internship at another relevant organization abroad. An individual 

learning program must be defined for each participant. Mandatory pre-departure training should be 

provided to all participants. Also every participant should be aware and respect this Code of 

Practice.  
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3. Responsabilities 

Schools should ensure that their international school visitors have sufficient adult supervision. 

Determine an appropriate supervisor-to-visitor ratio that could be based on the following factors: 

• The number of visitors 

• The ages of visitors  

• The duration of the visit 

• Visitors with minimal or limited English language proficiency 

• The activities involved. 

In all cases, the sending and host schools remain responsible for ensuring full respect for the rules 

and applicable laws in the sending and host countries. 

The hosting providers should keep in mind: 

a) reducing harm to learners resulting from discrimination, racism (including systemic racism), 

bullying, harassment and abuse;  

(b) working with learners and staff to recognise and respond effectively to discrimination racism 

(including systemic racism),bullying, harassment and abuse;  

(c) promoting an inclusive culture across the learning environment;  

(d) upholding the cultural needs and aspirations of all groups throughout the learning environment;  

(e) providing all learners with information:  

(i) that supports understanding, acceptance, and connection with all learners, and collective 

responsibility for an inclusive learning environment; and 

(ii) about the cultural, spiritual, community supports available to them;  
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(f) providing learners with accessible learning environments where they can connect with 

others, build relationships, support each other, and welcome their friends, families. Providers 

must provide learners with opportunities to – (a) actively participate and share their views safely 

in their learning environment; and (b) connect, build relationships and develop social, spiritual 

and cultural networks. (2) Providers must have practices for supporting learners through their 

studies, including – (a) enabling learners to prepare and adjust for futher study, and (b) 

maintaining appropriate oversight of learner achievement and engagement; and (c) providing 

the opportunity for learners to discuss, in confidence, any issues that are affecting their ability 

to study and providing learners with a response to their issues; and (d) providing learners with 

advice on pathways for further study and career development, where appropriate.  

Regardless of the length of the visit, schools should have policies and procedures in place that 

clearly set out the responsibilities of the school, group supervisors. 

 

4. Homestays and accomodation 

Provide host families with clear guidance for hosting students and arrange information meetings with 

families before the students arrive, if required.Establishing a proper communication channel with host 

parents/families is very important. 

Ensure that they are provided with a 

flow chart of communication 

channels, including emergency 

response contacts.Providers must 

ensure that student accommodation 

promotes and fosters a supportive 

and inclusive community which 

support the wellbeing and safety of 

residents. Providers must ensure that 

student accommodation facilities 

and services are maintained to a 

standard sufficient to support residents’ wellbeing and safety and educational success. Providers must 

ensure that student accommodation facilities and services are maintained to a standard sufficient to 

support residents’ wellbeing and safety and educational success. are funded adequately to carry out 

strategic goals and strategic plans for student accommodation, including repairs, replacement, and 

improvements. Signatories must ensure that international tertiary learners have the opportunity to 

participate in well-designed and age-appropriate orientation programmes and continue to receive 

relevant information and advice to support achievement, wellbeing and safety.  
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5. Documentation  

 

 

International students (including group students) should have appropriate and current medical and travel 

insurance while they are abroad and for travel to/from. Check to make sure this is in place, bearing in 

mind the activities to be undertaken. Be sure about insurance advice about school trips and exchanges 

for more detail on minimum requirements. All students to be hosting ashould have the appropriate 

documents to travel. This includes valid passports and visas if they are needed.  
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School Activities during the Activities  

According to the objectives of this framework the learning outcomes and the recognition of learning 

mobilities are the scenario in focous. 

The shared experience among ERA4SE consortium partners highlighted the division between short 

term mobilities and the mobilities that students and schools spend several weeks. 

In this last scenario it’s very difficult the acceptance by the schools, teachers and parents and students 

if during the mobilities the activities abroad are not mainly linked to the learning outcomes that are 

supposed to achive in the countries that students are come from. 

To pass this barrier ERA4SE did a case study among school partners to simulate which activities could 

be done and recognized by the education community in the school education field. 

The conclusion of the approach that seems more efficient is to do this through the educational resources, 

lesson plans, classroom activities, and other material and activities produced by KA2 and KA3 

Erasmus+ Projects.  

The consortium also agreed that new educational resources, materials and activities that will need to be 

produced, to promote them during students’ mobilities, should be done under Erasmus+ Programme.  

These methodology brings more confidence between partners, increasing the probability to assure the 

recognition as curricular work as well of the learning outcomes, among schools, teachers and countries.   

Crossing the work done in the IO3 Reports and ERASMUS+ Guide it should highlight the Strong Points 

and Opportunities written in IO3.2 Report that gain more importance when addressed to concret 

classroom activities bringing the mobilities as a methodology that enriches the school programmes / 

curriculum for students. 

 

Opportunities  Strong Points  

1. To strenghten many of the skills and qualities recquired in the 
world of work:  

1. Coomunication – language proficeancy and linguistics   
2. Cooperation  
3. Resilience  
4. Digital competences   
5. Learn to learn  
6. Acquisition learning.   
b) Reinforce skills connected to science, art, migration :  
1.understanding different cultures, cultural awareness and expressions ;  
2. curiosity development ;  
3. Critical thinking.   
c) Boosting personal competences and skills which are related to :  
1. interpersonal development ;  
2. participation ;  
3. social interpreneurship ;  

• Educational 
organizations’ 
performance 
improvement ;  

• Cooperation development 
in School organization ;  

• Good practices sharing ;  

• Promotion organization 
strategic goals ;  

• Development of active 
citizenship ;  

• Increase quality and 
relevance of 
organizations’ activities ;  

• Stregenthen networks ;  
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4. inclusion ;  
5. diversity ;  
6. equity.  
d) Foster the knowledge triangle :  
1. Identifying the best skills and knowledge skills ;  
2. participation ;  
3. social enterprenership.  
e) Staff improvement:  
1. language  
2. special expertise  
3. networks.  

• Development of good 
practices and methods ;  

• Sharing and confronting 
ideas  

 

 

In this Case Study, ERA4SE used a template to check activities that the 4 schools could accept as 

recognized educational school activities for their students.  

This means, when the activity is checked/validate it crosses the curriculum at least on one discipline 

and it supposed to be developed in order to the teaching-learning process could evaluate de students 

learning outcomes through assessement(s). 

The selected activities and resources, as they come from ERASMUS+ projects, they have also a 

previous agreement by some countries and educational organizations and support material and guides 

to develop them. These parameters turn the identification more suitable for schools and avoid 

misunderstandigs and others difficults that may occur during this process. 

Below we show some examples of activities that could be integrated in Projects of mobilies.  

Follow this methodology the mobility duration is in dependence of the number and type of activities 

proposed for a target Group. 
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School Activity Template for Erasmus+ Mobility 

 

 

 NAME OF THE ACTIVITY:  URL LINK 
 

SHORT DESCRIPTION:  
 
 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program  

Discipline/subject  

Education Level  

Duration  

Main contents:  Main Objectives 
 

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation. 

 

 

 
 

 

Follow, as an example, is listed a set of recognized activities that could be included by the consortium 

school partners in a Ka1 Project for students in the School Education field.  
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List of Activities Recognized for the ERA4SE School 

Partners [as an example] 

NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: Planning an outdoor 
school activity in nature -  

URL LINKFormativePackOurdoorActivities (europa.eu) 
 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: this activity explores the concept of plogging, reusing materials, recycling and 
sustainability in a dynamic way and appealing to the students' reflection. It is intended that students 
reflect and make suggestions for changes in individual behaviour that contribute to a more sustainable 
way of living and are able to carry out a practical activity of waste collection in nature and then they 
will reuse the materials, giving them a new life. 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program It 
could be applied not only to 
Citizenship and Development but 
also to Language, Visual Arts, 
Sports. Language: The students 
have to reflect on the waste as 
one of the greatest 
environmental problems, to 
explore the problem of using 
disposable products and the 
importance of recycling, make 
suggestions for changes in 
individual behaviour. 
Sports:  “pick up” rubbish by 
running or walking as in jogging. 
Visual Arts: transformation of 
the waste obtained, creation of a 
photographic and videographic 
record.  

Discipline/subject Citizenship and 
Development. 

Education Level Primary school 
level 

Duration approximately 1 
hour and 30 
minutes 

Main contents: Sustainable development - 
Environmental education Concept of 
plogging, reusing materials, recycling and 
sustainability  

 

Main ObjectivesTo explore the major issue of waste;  
 To identify the final destinations of this waste and the 
issues associated with the use of disposable products; 
To understand the alternatives to the use of disposable 
products; To understand the importance of the 5 R's 
(Reduce, reuse, recycle, rethink, refuse);  To understand 
the need to change individual behaviours towards more 
sustainable practices and products. 

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation.Follow the instructions in the activity description 

(see FormativePackOurdoorActivities (europa.eu), example 1)  The students have to think of actions 

and alternatives that promote a more sustainable school environment. They could make a 

photographic and videographic record.  Teacher can collect material produced by students during 

teaching and distribute it to other groups of students in order to write to their peers 2 positive points 

and 1 problem or negative point. The groups then exchange notes and check each other's work. So 

students learn by each other. After teacher has made some comments, students can rewrite the text 

and send them as a news item to be published in local and regional media in order to disseminate this 

good environmental practice. Alternatively, teacher could evaluate students using a portfolio where 

they could place their achievements. 
 

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/project-result-content/0e1a5d1b-f6f2-4fe1-8426-9bece732333a/FormativePackOutdoorActivities.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/project-result-content/0e1a5d1b-f6f2-4fe1-8426-9bece732333a/FormativePackOutdoorActivities.pdf
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY:  
 European Values 

URL LINK 
http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/ 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: Students are asked to share ideas on the following topics: Fundamnetal values in 
our society, respect for human dignity and human rights, freedom, democracy and the rule of law, what 
kind of place is Europe and what kind of place do you want it to be. 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program 
 
Citizenship 
Geography 

Discipline/subject Geography 

Education Level Middle School 

Duration 70 minutes 

Main contents:  
 
Social identity 
Human Rights 
Cultural Inheritage 
Citizenship 
European Values Study 

Main Objectives 
Learn more about European values 
Think over one’s values and compare them to the 
values of other people in Europe 
Become more empathic to people in need 
Develop their reasoning skills 
 

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation. 

Students are split in groups of 4.  Each group steps in shoes of the people from one of the countries in 

the maps (Bulgaria, Poland, Greece, Portugal, Spain, Romania, Sweden, Ukraine) assuming the value 

expressed in the map. Each group receives a copy of the table  and work together to agree on 3 reasons 

that are relevant for their assigned country.  Each group presents their findings to the class. The teacher 

starts a discussion about the process of choosing  the 3 reasons – whether students relied on stereotypes 

or on their knowledge of the countries. 

Guided reflection: How did you feel during the training? Students go to one of the space marked in the 

feeling which represents their ovearll emotion regarding the training activity as a whole (Interested, 

Content, Confused, Surprised, Excited, Happy, Embarrased, Nervous). Which training activity did you like 

most? (Mentimeter voting) How can you make use of what you have learned in the training? 
 

  

http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY:  
Climate change and poverty 
 

URL LINK 
http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/ 
 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: The students perform a roleplay in order to “livel” understnad the influence of 
climate changes on people’s well being. 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program 
 
Citizenship 
Geography 
Natural Science 
 

Discipline/subject Geography 

Education Level Middle School 

Duration 75 minutes 

Main contents:  
Diversity and Social Inclusion 
Environmental Education 
 

 

Main Objectives 
To become aware of climate changes and its 
consequences 
 

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation. 

Brainstorming, Role play: Teacher first asks students to brainstorm about climate change and how this 

can be related to poverty. While students are preparing for the play, the rest of the students are 

preparing and/or assisting with their speech to the governor’s with the guidance of the teacher. 

Students perform the play. 

After the paly, the teacher asks questions to students in the plenary: How did you feel when you 

realized how poverty is connected to climate change? Was it difficult to imagine the world in 50 years 

from now? How did you feel when preparing the speech to the governors? Do you consider something 

worth fighting for? 
 

  

http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/
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NAME  

OF THE ACTIVITY:  

Protect the environment 

URL LINK 

http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/ 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: Raise awareness on students about ecological footprints and which areas they 
can improve 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program 

 

Geography 

Natural Science 

Citizenship 

Discipline/subject Geography 

Education Level Middle School 

Duration 75 minutes 

Main contents:  

Envirnomental education 

Sustainability 

 

Main Objectives 

To become familiar with the ecological 
footprint. 

To raise awareness of ways to protect the 
environment. 

Investigate concrete environmental problems 
at local, national and international level. 

Identify concrete situations of 
complementarity and interdependence 
between places, regions or countries in solving 
environmental problems. 

Raise awareness of the need to adopt 
collective and individual measures to reserve 
natural heritage, increase resilience and foster 
sustainable development. 

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation. 

Teacher first explains to the students what an ecological footprint is. He/she also needs to focus on 

the fact students are not to feel guilty but to realise which areas they can improve. For each question 

students should consider for themselves which answer to give. If they are not sure which answer to 

give, they should estimate or else take the average answer. Students can also watch the video “The 

ecological footprint explained” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fACkb2u1ULY  in order to 

understand better the purpose of the ecological footprint.  Students are given a copy of the 

questionnaire (Q-IC18.pdf) and stand in a line. Teacher reads one question at a time - students mark 

their answers on the questionnaire and take the required steps forward.When all questions are read, 

students can observe where they are. They come together in a group.Each student sums up their 

results. Teacher explains what the numbers are and allows students to compare their results with the 

global average. 

 

http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fACkb2u1ULY
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY:  
What’s diversity? All different, all equal 

URL LINK 
http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/ 

 

SHORT DESCRIPTION:  Promote an activity for students to understand and respect the 
importance of diversity 

 
How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program 
It focuses on an multidisciplinary 
approach:  Phylosophy/ Ethics 

Discipline/subject Geography 
Phylosophy / Ethics 

 

Education Level Lower 
Secondary 
Level 

Duration 1 hour 

Main contents:  
 

Diversity and Social 
Inclusion 

Main Objectives 
Spot the differences between people in our close 
medium (friends and family); 
Come to the conclusion that we are all different but 
equally important in the jigsaw of life; 
Get a deeper uderstanding of the advantages and 
disadvantages of living in a homogeneous 
community; 
Come to the perception that diveristy is strenght. 

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation. 

 Students are split in groups of 8 to 10 people. Each group receives a pack of 8 to 10 pictures. The 

first person writes in box 1, folds the paper backward and passes the picture card to their neighbor 

on the right who writes their impressions in box 2, folds the paper and passes it to their right 

neighbor, etc. When all students in the group have seen  all the pictures and have written their 

impressions, part 1 is over.  Each student keeps the last sheet of paper he/she has worked with, 

unfolds the bottom part of the paper card and reads all the 8-10 impressions to the whole 

group.  Comparing first impressions of the different groups – representatives of the groups come to 

the front and share the outcomes of the debriefing activity. 

 

  

http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY:  
Young - Old 

URL LINK 
http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/ 

 

SHORT DESCRIPTION:  
United Nations  data shows the trend of aging population around the world. There are fewer working 
age people supporting more dependent younger people, which has consequences in labour issues 
(higher unemployment among younger people), in health services and social care, economic growth, 
etc, binging challenges that could be faced in much more huanised and efficient ways if old age and 
living together with older people are not perceived/ taken as a liability but instead as an advantage. 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program: 
 
Geography and Phylosophy/ 

Ethics 
 

Discipline/subject Phylosophy/ 
Ethics 
Geography 

Education Level Lower 
Secondary 
Level 

Duration 90 minutes 

Main contents:  
 
Diversity and Social Inclusion 
Intergenerational actions 
Demographic structures/ behaviors 

 

Main Objectives 
Challenging mindset and perception of old age and 
young age, 
Identify potentialities and necessities of younger and 
older people, 
Understanding the importance of intergenerational 
actions for both younger and older people; 
Bridging the gap between younger and older people. 

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation. 

Students are invited to listen / to read the multimedia computer animation of the poem Beautiful 

Old Age by D.H. Lawrence (novelist and poet born in England in 1885). They are asked if they share 

the poet’s vision/perception of old age and discuss about it and the reasons they have to think what 

they think. The teacher encourages them to express and share their perceptions, experiences, and 

ideas concerning vulnerabilities and capacities of younger and older people. Students watch the 2 

videos Once we were young and When Teenage Meets Old Age. In pairs, they are asked to compare 

and register 2 differences and 2 similarities of the 3 documents (poem videos). Students do a class 

brainstorming of ideas of possible ways for them to interact with people aged more than 60 years 

old. The students are given a 7 questions model for planning a concrete intergenerational action to 

bridge the gap between young and old people, in a specific local context and they plan the action 

(they still work in pairs).They fill in the planning model: 1) what do we propose to do, 2) why doing 

it/ what for?, 3) Specifically what young and old people are going to interact, 4) how is it going to be 

done, 5) what’s needed to be done?, 6) when and (7) where can it be done. They reflect on the 

activity. 

 

  

http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY:  
My right to anti- discrimination 
 

URL LINK 
http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/ 
 

SHORT DESCRIPTION:  Students are expected to understand the importance of diversity in what 
concerns skin colour, religion, beliefs  

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program 
 
Citizenship and Phylosophy/ Ethics 

Discipline/subject Phylosophy and 
Ethics 

Education Level Lower 
Secondary 
Level 

Duration 1 hour and 10 
minutes 

Main contents:  
 
Human Rights 
 

Main Objectives 
To become familiar with different groups of 
people 
To raise awareness on anti- discrimination 
To realize that diversity exists 
 

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation. 

Students are divided into 3 groups of 6-8 students. Each group is given a set of photos and asked to 

put them on the floor in order (starting from the strongest person in hierarchy towards the weakest). 

Students must put photos in complete silence. Whoever disagrees with the hierarchy can change the 

order of the photo. Then students visit each group. The group that “hosts” the rest of the class (who 

are in silence), explains the reason of their hierarchy. When explanation finishes, the rest of the class 

comments on the hierarchy/asks questions. The facilitator asks students (in all groups) how they feel 

about the hierarchy. This procedure is repeated until all groups have presented their hierarchy to the 

class. The activity ends with a group reflection. 

 

  

http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: 3D printing 

URL LINKhttps://erasmus- 

plus.ec.europa.eu/projects/search/ details/2019-1-UK01-KA102-

060719 Craft 4.0 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: Acquaring the strategy in 3D printing and Digital Modelling 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program 

 
During this activity, the creativity involved 

in Art is needed to be used as well as Technology. 

Discipline/subject Art and 
Technology 

Education Level Secondary 
level 

Duration 5 sessions of 1 
hour each one 

Main contents: 
Digital Technology as a tool to be used 

within craft as a dicipline 

Main Objectives:To learn how to print in 3D and 

Digital modelling 

 

NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: Sustainable URL LINK 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: the activity consists of training individuals in environmenal and 
sustainable development and thinking. 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program 

 
Ethics values and knowledge about some 
different aspects should be taken into 
account to know how to act, considering 
what is appropiated for our future. 

Discipline/subject Biology , 
Chemistry 
and Ethics 

Education Level Secondary level 

Duration 4 sessions of 2 
hours each 
one 

Main contentsWater resources and organic 
nutrients cycleBiodiversity, energy and 
waste Zero miles food 

Main ObjectivesTo recognize nature richness and 
diversity to protect future disasters. 

How to develop it and provide feedback/evaluation:Evaluation survey to check which habits 

changed after being trained. 
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: Building training 
against anti democratic tendences 

URL LINKhttps://erasmus-

plus.ec.europa.eu/projects/ search/details/2019-1-

DE02-KA202-006171 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: Intervention in workshops, by social workers, or experts in youth social 

work who work with disadvantaged young people, and decision makers in youth social work 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program Taking into 
account Ethic positions Understanding 
important historical events. 

Discipline/subject Sociology, 
History, 
Ethics 

Education Level Secondary Level 

Duration One school year 

Main contents 

Human rights 

Main Objectives: To fight anti democratic 

tendencies. 

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation.Participants will discuss to reflect on their 

own position for themselves 

 

NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: Europe of a 
thousand cultures 
 

URL LINKSearch | Erasmus+ (europa.eu) 
 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: A large proportion of young people perceive the cultural diversity of their 
peers as a threat, and their anxiety results mainly from the misunderstanding of other cultures 
combined with the influence of stereotypes and fake news disseminated in the media. Lack of 
acceptance often turns into acts of physical aggression. In view of such an attitude of local 
communities, the teachers of a school and their students in their local communities organize 
workshops/events on various European cultures, addressed to children and young people from 
the region 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School 
ProgramSocial and Civic 
Education and also  Language 
or/and Literature.  
 

Discipline/subject Social and Civic 
Education 

Education Level Secondary level 

Duration 1 week for the 
preparation, 2-3 
hours for the event  

Main contents: Inclusion - Equity Creativity 
And Culture Migrants' Issues  
 

Main Objectives-All the participants may have the 
opportunity to learn more about the phenomenon 
of migration, learn about its causes and effects for 
local communities, get to know the point of view of 
young migrants coming to their countries  
- the activity seeks to raise the interest of local 
youth in the subject of multiculturalism, 
encouraging them to expand their intercultural 

https://erasmus-plus.ec.europa.eu/projects/search/details/2020-2-PL01-KA205-082933
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competences -cultivate the empathy  

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation.The teachers  and their students in their 

local communities organize workshops/events on various European cultures, addressed to 

children and young people from the region in order to learn more about the phenomenon of 

migration, learn about its causes and effects for local communities, get to know the point of view 

of young migrants coming to their countries, cultivate the empathy. For this purpose teachers 

could use historical sources according to which their ancestors were forced to migrate to another 

place, use photographic or other material from newspapers or magazines related to 

migration,  extracts from novels about ancestral emigration or from films about emigration. Using 

elements of the material, students make presentations or videos, write articles, in the context of 

the language course, in which they present the topic to an audience of their peers. The material is 

checked by classmates and the teachers before it is presented. For the evaluation of the students, 

who participate in the activity, the teacher gives an online quiz so that students can check their 

knowledge and what they have understood. It is suggested to repeat the quiz after the event to 

check if something has changed in the mindset after the contact with young migrants.  

 

NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: MASTER KEY: 
OPENING DOORS, KNOCKING DOWN WALLS  
 

URL LINKSearch | Erasmus+ (europa.eu) 
 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: The project has been aimed at aged between 15 and 17, that needed to 
strengthen their social, civil and citizenship key competences in order to promote social inclusion.  

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program 
Social and Civic Education but 
also  Language or/and Literature, 
Art, ICT, History. 

Discipline/subject Social and Civic 
Education, Citizenship 
and Development 

Education Level Secondary level 

Duration 2 weeks for the 
preparation, 2-3 
hours to create the 
poster. They have to 
participate in the 
event.  The event 
could last 1 or 2 
hours.  

Main contents:  
equality, social cohesion and inclusive 

education; 
creativity and innovation; 
learn to live together without prejudices or 

mutual distrust.  
 

Main Objectives: To promote European values of 
Peace, Inclusion, Equality between men and women 
and Social justice. 
 

https://erasmus-plus.ec.europa.eu/projects/search/details/2017-1-IT02-KA219-036464
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How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation.The students have to create a graphical 

product per group in order to disseminate the worth of the European values of Peace, Equality, 

Inclusion, Social justice in a cultural event. Through journalistic or literary texts or films related to 

the rejection of people who are different for the social norm, students are invited to discuss the 

problems created by social inequalities. Then they take on roles. They play the role of people who 

have fought to abolish inequalities, others who have been persecuted because they were 

different or take on the role of persecutors in the context of the lesson. Each group/role develops 

its views. After completing this activity having focused on each side's point of view, they attempt 

to create a poster or other graphic product, digital or print, to present at an event the value of 

accepting others. Τhe students involved in the project have become spokespeople for the values 

they have acquired. The teachers assess their students by the text they have written, the 

arguments they have used, the collaboration that has developed between them during the time 

they have been working on the assignments and whether for the graphic product they have been 

able to use the appropriate elements to persuade the intended audience. Last by the seriousness 

with which they have engaged in the activity.  
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: Creative Teaching 
Methods Applying Film and Drama At 
School  
 

URL LINKSearch | Erasmus+ (europa.eu) 
 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: The project "Creative Teaching Methods Applying Film and Drama" focuses 
on an interdisciplinary approach of how to integrate "drama" and "film" in a variety of subjects in 
order to create innovative teaching situations.  

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program  
It focuses on an interdisciplinary 
approach of how to integrate 
"drama" and "film" in a variety of 
subjects: Language, Literature 
/Drama, ICT, Art  

Discipline/subject 
 

Language, 
Literature/Dra
ma, ICT, Art  

Education Level Secondary 
level 

Duration 6-8 hours 

Main contents: 
IDENTITY,SCHOOL,INCLUSION, 
RELATIONSHIPS, YOUTH PROBLEMS  

Main Objectives 
To create innovative teaching situations  
Students and teachers  express themselves in a 

digital (film) and in an active and communicative 
(drama) form    

To raise awareness of the topics (film , drama) 
among students and to furnish them with a solid 
knowledge about film and drama   

To gain a variety of skills: teamwork, leadership, 
communication skills, entrepreneurship, result 
orientation, problem solving, IT-skills, decision 
making skills, linguistic skills, learning how to learn, 
social and civic responsibility, cultural awareness and 
creativity.  

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation.In the framework of Language, Literature 

and within the frame of the curriculum, the teacher selects a play suitable for teenagers and uses 

communicative and language based activities in the classroom to approach the text with students. 

Then some groups of students could choose a part of the play to present to their classmates at 

school. While other groups of students, in collaboration with the IT teacher, could make the same 

or other part into a film. Then a discussion could be held on the different characteristics of 

theatre versus film e.g. drama, stage directions, use of camera, shots e. t. c. All students can 

participate in such an activity. Especially children with learning or other difficulties can perform a 

role and this can increase their self-esteem. Particularly children with learning or other difficulties 

can perform a role and this can increase their self-esteem. The teacher assess their students by 

the solutions they came up with during dramatization, by the collaboration that has developed 

between them during the time they have been working on the play, by the seriousness with which 

they have engaged in the activity. 
 

  

https://erasmus-plus.ec.europa.eu/projects/search/details/2017-1-AT01-KA219-035074
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: MY CITY, MY 
HOME, MY RESPONSIBILITY 
 

URL LINK 

Search | Erasmus+ (europa.eu) 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: An adjustment or alternative to the classic school history teaching method. 
Analysing representative monument buildings the analysis has crossed the axis of time heading 
towards the future. 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School ProgramIt 
focuses on an multidisciplinary 
approach: History, Literature, 
ICT, Art  

Discipline/subject History 

Education Level Secondary level 

Duration 4-6 hours 

Main contents: ICT - New Technologies - 
Digital Competences Creativity And 
Culture Inclusion - Equity  

Main Objectives To raise awareness of the students' 
own city and share this internationally with the partners 
to turn educational commitment into EU value through 
media and artistic interpreting  

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation. 

In the context of the history lesson, the teacher instructs the students to choose a monument of their 

city or the wider region and search for information about it. Through the search for evidence they 

come into contact with older ways of life, different habits of people , different use of land. Students 

have to describe the life, traditions and legends of the families that have lived in those buildings, the 

historical events they attended and witnessed, the cultural movements in their respective period of 

time. Therefore, they keep the memorable moments in country’s history alive. Using the results of the 

research, students can create characters in the frame of Literature lesson, who narrate incidents from 

the past that relate to the specific buildings or they can write plays on the building history and present 

them to their classmates at school or at a hall of the community. All students can participate in such 

an activity. Additionally, in the frame of ICT lesson,/Art lesson students can create a photographic and 

videographic record or a poster  on the building history and present them in an exhibition or in an 

event. They can upload their creations on the website of the school/ blogs, social media  For the 

evaluation of the students, who participate in the activity, the teacher gives an online quiz so that 

students can check their knowledge and what they have learnt. Alternatively, teacher could evaluate 

students using a portfolio where they could place their achievements.  
 

  

https://erasmus-plus.ec.europa.eu/projects/search/details/2017-1-RO01-KA219-037098
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY:  
My Human Rights are 30 

URL LINK 
http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/ 

 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: The activity pretends students to realise that  “Human rights are like a jigsaw; if 
one piece is missing, the jigsaw is incomplete. This is the same for people living in poverty; take one of 
our rights away and you threaten them all. You can not give people their rights bit by bit and expect 
them to improve things for themselves bit by bit to.” 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program 
Social and Civic Education but 
also Phylosophy and Ethics 

Discipline/subject Citizenship 
Phylosophy/ Ethics 

Education Level Secondary level 

Duration 1 hour and 30 
minutes 

Main contents:  
 
equality, social cohesion and inclusive 
education; 
Human rights 

 

Main Objectives 
Raise awareness on human rights 
Realize that if one human right is missing, the person is 
not complete (it is like a jigsaw; if one piece is missing, 
the jigsaw is not complete) 

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation. 

Students make a drawing on one side of the cardboard which represents: (a) one (or more) human right, 

or (b) a state of human right. They draw 30 jigsaw pieces on the other side of the cardboard and cut 

with scissors. Students write on each piece (in the blank side) one human right (simplified if necessary). 

If students are less than 30, then some of them write on 2 pieces.Each student reads loudly the human 

right that he/she has written and trying to explain what the meaning of the right is. Then they make the 

jigsaw using the drawn pieces.Teacher explains the importance of having all pieces in order to make a 

jigsaw. Similarly, the teacher explains the importance of all human rights to make a person complete. 

Reflection time between teachers and students. 
 

  

http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY:  
 My Right to Privacy 

URL LINK 
http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/ 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: Are we living in a world where privacy doesn't matter? One where our right to 
do what we want within legal boundaries is stymied by the incorrigible desire to spy on us and know 
exactly what we are doing at all times?  
Privacy matters and it is Valuable! Do not give away your life! 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program 
 
Problems of the Contemporary 
World 
Citizenship 

Discipline/subject Phylosophy/ Ethics 

Education Level Secondary level 

Duration 80 minutes 

Main contents: The boundaries between the 
public and the private 
 
The development of the theme should have as 
its goal the elaboration of a philosophical 
essay, and its extension and degree of 
deepening should take into account the 
maturity of students (possible cross-sectional 
work area with other subjects). 

 

Main Objectives 
Rigorous delimitation of a philosophical problem within 
a thematic area. 
Enunciation of positions with clarity and rigor, with 
possible presentation of their own positions. 
Critical confrontation of theses and arguments. 
Determining the practical implications of theses and 
theories under discussion. 
Proper application of philosophical knowledge to think 
about problems that arise to contemporary societies. 
Presentation of relevant solutions to these problems, 
articulating, when possible, with other areas of 
knowledge in an integrative vision that leads students 
to mobilize knowledge previously acquired in the 
discipline of Philosophy and other disciplines of their 
school course. 

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation. 
Students are divided into 4 groups of 5-6. Each group is assigned with a name related to personal 
daily issues/habits/errands. The groups are named according to what the students have brought: 
Group 1. Facebook/Internet Group/ 2. House/  Group 3. School/ Group 4. Friends 
When groups are fixed, students find a space in the room and form it as if it was their personal space. 

They create their boundaries, they can decorate it and they put in the middle the belongings that they 
brought. When all groups are ready, teacher advices students to “build strategies” on (a) how to take 
things from other groups (maybe they need to decide what is worth taking and what is not) and (b) 
how to protect their own belongings.  The teacher allows students to try to take things from other 
groups; while at the same time they need to protect their own belongings. When the 15’ have passed, 
the teacher immediately stops the procedure and asks for the students to return to their groups with 
whatever they have rescued and/or taken. He asks the groups to present what they have 
accomplished.                 

DT  Animated Video  

Activity developed in teamwork with self-assessment, peer evaluation, process and 

product                            
 

 

  

http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/
https://vimeo.com/170397733
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY:  
 Intolerance/Discrimination 

URL LINK 
http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/ 

SHORT DESCRIPTION:  
Imagine if trees gave off Wi-Fi signals; we would be planting so many trees and we would probably 
save the planet too. Too bad they only produce the oxygen we breathe.   (An ecological quote) 
“The greatest threat to our planet is the belief that someone else will save it.” 
Robert Swan 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program 
 
Problems of the Contemporary 
World 
Citizenship 

Discipline/subject Phylosophy 

Education Level Secondary level 

Duration 80 minutes 

Main contents:  
Environmental responsibility 
Environmental Education 

The development of the theme should have as 
its goal the elaboration of a philosophical 
essay, and its extension and degree of 
deepening should take into account the 
maturity of students (possible cross-sectional 
work area with other subjects). 

 

Main Objectives 
Rigorous delimitation of a philosophical problem within 
a thematic area. 
Enunciation of positions with clarity and rigor, with 
possible presentation of their own positions. 
Critical confrontation of theses and arguments. 
Determining the practical implications of theses and 
theories under discussion. 
Proper application of philosophical knowledge to think 
about problems that arise to contemporary societies. 
Presentation of relevant solutions to these problems, 
articulating, when possible, with other areas of 
knowledge in an integrative vision that leads students 
to mobilize knowledge previously acquired in the 
discipline of Philosophy and other disciplines of their 
school course. 

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation. 
Storytelling and role playing with puppets. 

The teacher invites the students to watch the video and discusses with them the potentials of puppet 
making and sketch performing. Students are divided in small groups (3-5 elements) working in one of 
the following specific form of discrimination. The teacher handles each group a small paper with one 
of the following forms of discrimination: 

Group 1: discrimination based on gender,Group 2: discrimination based on ethnicity,Group 3: 
discrimination based on social status, Group 4: discrimination based on religious beliefs and 
practices, 
Group 5: discrimination based on disability,Group 6: discrimination based on age.  
In these small groups students think about a realistic situation of discrimination and work on a story 
plot that approaches this specific type of discrimination (an eye witness account or an 
autobiographical incident, but it can be a situation told by someone else or that they know from the 
media) and decides a way to address. 
Once the elements of each group have chosen the realistic situation and form(s) of addressing the 
intolerance/discrimination situation, they are given the story chart to help them producing a story 
plot about it. They write the plot in form of a dramatic text to be performed (dialogues for 
performing with a theatre puppets).  
The groups make puppets with the recyclable materials and use them for representing the plot they 
created. 
Students and teacher(s) reflect on stereotypes and prejudices that lead to all kinds of discrimination, 
based on the questions suggested below. 
Activity developed in teamwork with self-assessment, peer evaluation, process and product. 

http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY:  
Effective conflict resolution 
 

URL LINK 
http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities
_en/ 

SHORT DESCRIPTION:The ability of non-violent conflict resolution is a feature of democratic 
citizenship. Conflicts can be solved through suitable communication between the arguing parties, 
trough negotiation or meditation. The key aim of effective conflict result is to preserve the 
relationship so that the interests of both sided are satisfied rather than to win the conflict at the 
expense or loss of the other side.  

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program 
 
Phylosophy 
Citizenship 
Sociology 

Discipline/subject Phylosophy 
Citizenship 

Education Level Secondary 
level 

Duration 110 minutes 

Main contents:  
 

Democratic citizenship 
Communication 

Main Objectives 
Students become aware of the positive 
power of conflict; 
Students develop skills in effective 
conflict resolution based on the win-win 
strategy; 

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation. 
Brainstorming: The students say words which they associate with the word “conflict”. The words are 
written down on the board or on a thick drawing paper. The students can also use drawings – 
symbols. Then the students group the words according to similarities, for example feelings, reasons, 
consequences of conflict, etc. Can a conflict be beneficial? The students are divided into two groups. 

Each group uses the respective slide of the presentation and writes down suggestions on a thick 
drawing paper. Group 1 – what is beneficial to me?; Group 2 – what is not beneficial to me?Conflict 
resolution through win-win strategy. Explaining the strategy with the diagrams in 

the presentation.                      

Role play: Preparation: the students are divided into four small groups of 4-5 people. Each group 
discusses the situation and then develops an action plan.                 
Acting out the situation – role play. The participants pick the roles. Apart from the roles of Martin 

and John, there may be other roles too – of a teacher, parent, and classmate.  video presentation 
When the role play is over, the facilitator stes up a reflective discussion on the following questions: 
How did you feel as a participant in the situation? What would you do if you were in Martin’s shoes? 
And in John’s shoes? Did you like and would you use the solutions offered by the groups? What 
helped to solve the situation? How did the behavior of the partiicpants hinder conflict 
resolution?What else can be done in order to solve conflicts? 

 

  

http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/
http://othernessproject.eu/en/activities_en/
http://othernessproject.eu/atividades/digital/47/IC15-video.wmv
http://othernessproject.eu/atividades/digital/47/IC15-video.wmv
http://othernessproject.eu/atividades/pdf/47_IC15_role%20play.pdf
http://othernessproject.eu/atividades/digital/47/IC15-video.wmv
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: Creating a logo 

URL LINKhttps://erasmus- 

plus.ec.europa.eu/projects/search/ details/2019-1-

PL01-KA204-065154 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: Creating a LOGO to be published in face, Instagram, the website and any 
social media which is considered to be appropiate. 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School Program. 

 
This activity uses creativity and Art 
skills but also Techhnology .Different 
skills from different areas will interact 
to get a good final result. 

Discipline/subject Art and 
Technology 

Education Level Upper 
Secondary level 

Duration The workshop will 
be developed in 
some sessions of 2 
hours each one. 

Main contents.Recognising good practises 

in providing education on new Technologies 

to adult learners using a FABLAB concept of 

work. 

Main ObjectivesTo use FABLAB as a concept of work 

To develop proactive learning 

How to develop it and provide 
evaluation/ feedback 

Creating a questionary to gather information 
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: Migrants inclusion 

URL LINKhttps://erasmus- 

plus.ec.europa.eu/projects/search/ details/2019-1-

ES01-KA202-065450 

SHORT DESCRIPTION:The activity consists of carrying a course out in order to foster the migrants 
inclussion 

How this activity crosses the 
Curriculum/School ProgramNot 
only language but also cultural 
awareness to get the ability to 
interact in new contexts 

Discipline/subject Philosophy, 
Sociology, Ethics 
and languages. 

Education Level Upper 
Secondary 
level 

Duration 1 session per 
week for a year 

Main contents: 
Laboral inclussion 
Social integration 
Language learning. 

Main Objectives To facilitate labour inclussionTo get 
specialised proffessional profiles 

How to develop it and provide feedback/ evaluation. Questionary about changes in personal 

profiles 

 

Conclusion 

Students’ mobilities, along the school year, need to have a strong design to support that long time abroad 

at home, school and country be seen a facilitator to enrich all students’ dimensions. This document 

gives an overview for schools about what should be consider when them want do develop a KA1 

Project. Seeing schools, teachers, and students under the individual, social, pedagogical – Curriculum / 

Discipline scope, this Framework shows a model with three pillars that try to grant the mobility 

recognition through the educational environment among all intervenient.   
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